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Abstract: IoT environments are forecasted to grow exponentially in the coming years thanks to
the recent advances in both edge computing and artificial intelligence. In this paper, a model of
remote computing scheme is presented, where three layers of computing nodes are put in place
in order to optimize the computing and forwarding tasks. In this sense, a generic layout has been
designed so as to easily achieve communications among the diverse layers by means of simple
arithmetic operations, which may result in saving resources in all nodes involved. Traffic forwarding
is undertaken by means of forwarding tables within network devices, which need to be searched
upon in order to find the proper destination, and that process may be resource-consuming as the
number of entries in such tables grow. However, the arithmetic framework proposed may speed up
the traffic forwarding decisions as relaying on integer divisions and modular arithmetic, which may
result more straightforward. Furthermore, two diverse approaches have been proposed to formally
describe such a design by means of coding with Spin/Promela, or otherwise, by using an algebraic
approach with Algebra of Communicating Processes (ACP), resulting in a explosion state for the
former and a specified and verified model in the latter.

Keywords: edge computing; fog computing; CNN; formal modeling; ACP; Promela; Spin

1. Introduction

The development of IoT (Internet of Things) technologies are sharply rising in recent
times, thanks to the advances in AI (Artificial Intelligence) and its application to MEC
(Multi-Access Edge Computing) environments [1]. This union of both concepts is labelled
as Edge AI [2], which brings about powerful data centres to carry out many complex
computing tasks in servers located around the edge of the network, as opposed to in those
situated up in the cloud premises, thus enhancing performance [3].

The Edge AI paradigm is critical to undertake the processing of all big data generated
for the applications being run by the ever growing amount of IoT devices [4], hence
allowing these to obtain responses with much lower latency and a far smaller amount of
bandwidth compared to those being obtained if cloud servers were used [5].

This way, computational intelligence in IoT deployments is basically located on the
edge devices, those being either end devices or edge servers [6], as usually IoT devices have
constraint resources, which makes them outsource most computing tasks to the edge [7].
Furthermore, some of those tasks might also be offloaded up to the fog servers (provided
there is a fog deployment up and running), or otherwise, up to the cloud servers (which
are supposed to be always on) [8].

Additionally, the remote computing layer where a given server is located, that being
either at the edge layer, at the fog tier or at the cloud facilities, involves having more
computing and storage power as it gets closer to the cloud, which implies having more
analytic power related to AI operations. This way, as end devices are hanging on edge
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servers, whereas those are connected to fog servers, and these are linked to cloud, it results
in fog servers having more capabilities than edge ones, whereas cloud ones being the most
proficient regarding remote computing capacities [9].

Edge AI may represent a huge advance in many business fields, such as security and
surveillance, real-time video processing, content generation or visual inspection [10]. For
instance, AI-powered low-code and no-code development platforms are on the rise [11],
both consisting in automatic code generation through visual flow charts, even though the
former needs some small amount of hand-written code, whilst the latter does not need
any [12]. It is forecast that by 2024, up to 65% of the overall application development will
use any of both approaches, thus facilitating content generation [13].

Other examples of Edge AI implementations are dedicated to basically any sort of
activity, those being as disjointed as such as smart office automation [14], exoskeleton
manipulation [15], wearable devices [16] or screening for myocardial infarctions [17].

In this paper, a formal model for a generic remote computing deployment scenario
is going us to be exposed and proposed in a coding fashion, by means of a modeling
language called Protocol/Process Meta Language (Promela) [18] and a model checker
named Spin [19], and then, that generic scenario is also going to be presented and exhibited
by means of an abstract process algebra called Algebra of Communicating Processes
(ACP) [20].

The reason for choosing both Formal Description Techniques (FDT) to construct
models is to represent the same system according to two different approaches. With respect
to Spin/Promela, it is a time-based software simulation, which is considered as a timed FDT,
thus allowing us to focus on quantitative characteristics of the system being modeled [21].
With regards to ACP, it does not contain any time implications, so it is branded as a timeless
FDT, thus permitting us to focus on qualitative characteristics of the modeled system [22].

Generally speaking, FDT are mainly focused on studying distributed systems being
run in a non deterministic fashion so as to check for abnormal conditions, leading to
malfunction and degradation in system performance, thus posing a risk to system integrity.
The most popular of those conditions is deadlock, which may be provoked by different
circumstances such as mutual exclusion or circular wait, whereas other conditions may
arise, such as livelock, data race or resource starvation [23].

It is to be noted that this paper presents a theoretical study to build up an arithmetic-
based framework aimed at edge computing wired designs in order to optimize packet
forwarding by just applying integer divisions and modular arithmetic [24], and that ap-
proach will be put into practice by means of a Spin/Promela design and an ACP model
presented in an incremental way. On the other hand, packet forwarding in real scenarios is
usually undertaken by traditional routing and switching, which need to search the next
hop towards the expected destination through looking up into forwarding tables, such as
routing tables for internetwork communications or mac-address tables for intranetwork
communications, the former being at layer 3 and the latter being at layer 2 within the OSI
conceptual model for network communications.

However, the arithmetic framework proposed herein does not need any forwarding
table whatsoever, but it only needs to apply the proper arithmetic operations involving
the source host identifier, namely a, the destination host identifier, namely b, and the value
of parameter k, in a similar way as it happens in a fat tree architecture [25]. Therefore,
the advantage of this framework may be about getting an alternative way to packet
forwarding when dealing with either routing or switching, as this framework avoids the
time spent looking at routing or forwarding tables, and substitute those searches by simple
arithmetic operations.

The model proposed is made up according to a layered approach, where different
scenarios have been proposed by increasing the number of tiers being under consideration,
starting small and growing until the whole model is constructed. The layers involved are
cloud, fog, edge and end devices, even though a lower layer composed by sensors and
actuators might be also added by following the same pattern of action.
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In that context, the whole framework depends on a generic parameter k, by means
of applying a hub and spoke topology at all layers, where any item located at a particular
layer acts as a one hub and gets connected to k items located at the directly connected lower
layer, which act as spokes. The same structure gets repeated at all layers, whereas a full
mesh topology is further imposed at fog layer for operability purposes.

Therefore, this structure composed of hierarchical tiers with the aforesaid intercon-
nections makes possible the advantages to the framework proposed due to the optimal
paths offered when applying integer divisions and modular arithmetic. However, the
number of items within each layer must exactly match the necessary figures depending on
parameter k, or otherwise, suboptimal paths may arise as integer divisions and modular
arithmetic would not work out properly. Hence, the strict shape of such a structure may
also be responsible of its drawbacks, provoking that forwarding tables will achieve better
results if some item at any layer is missing.

Regarding performance evaluation in the proposed scenario, it is to be said that, in
theory, working with integer divisions to find out the next hop and dealing with modular
arithmetic to discover the port involved to get there appears to be easier than searching
through the different number of entries making up a forwarding table, which might
theoretically account for faster processing times in routing and switching.

Nonetheless, from a practical point of view, the real gain in performance when dealing
with the traffic forwarding obtained when applying the arithmetic framework proposed as
opposed to searching within the proper forwarding tables actually will depend on the time
being spent in making the appropriate calculations on real gear, as opposed to the time
being used in carrying out the search in the appropriate tables, even though it is to be noted
that the former beats the latter regarding theory calculations because integer divisions are
dealt with faster than searching through a table, so the same result is expected to happen
when putting them into practice.

In both cases, the hardware and software features of the computing assets being used
to undertake either the arithmetic operations or the searches will indicate which one does
it more efficiently, which will depend on how the operations are implemented in the ASIC
hardware and the software complements being in charge of performing those tasks, as this
point may render one approach more efficient than the other.

Regardless, the goals in this paper are to first review the theory behind the arithmetic
framework proposed for edge computing environments, where IoT current trends are
outlined. At that point, the fundamentals of the framework proposed are described, which
is followed by the presentation of a model coded in Promela and executed in Spin in
order to check its feasibility. Afterwards, some models coded in ACP are presented in an
incremental manner so as to study its suitability.

The organization of the remaining of this paper goes as follows: Section 2 presents the
IoT current trends; afterwards, Section 3 introduces the basics of the design considered;
next, Section 4 delivers a model with Spin/Promela; after this, Section 5 proposes a model
with ACP; and finally, Section 6 draws some final conclusions.

2. Iot Current Trends

IoT (Internet of Things) is already a reality at this time and age, where the disruption
due to Covid-19 pandemic worked as a catalyst for digital transformation in all sectors [26].
Actually, the IoT deployments are growing massively, offering new services and scenar-
ios [27]. Furthermore, the introduction of 5G cellular communications will open up new
opportunities related to IoT in virtually any field of application [28].

IoT industry is forecast to grow at a double digit rate in the coming years [29], whilst
the amount of connected devices will rise to 46 billion by the end of 2021, with a market
value of over USD 500 billion [30]. Among all their possible uses, the main IoT trends for
business in 2021 and beyond are the following [31]:

a. AIoT (Artificial Intelligence of Things): AIoT analytics boost functionality of hetero-
geneous IoT devices by combining information and knowledge [32].
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b. Edge computing: Edge AI is a key player in computing efficiency as it brings cloud
AI capabilities straight to devices distributed at the edge of the network [33].

c. Customized experience: A great deal of IoT success depends on the degree of
personalized services being offered in order to match client expectations [34].

d. Connectivity: IoT communications may employ a wide range of technologies to
connect to edge servers, such as 5G, WiFi 6, Bluetooth or Zigbee [35].

e. Smart cities: IoT technologies help implement loads of opportunities in all areas of a
city so as to improve the lives of their citizens [36].

f. IoT-based healthcare: Disease diagnostics and health monitoring has been trans-
formed from hospital-centric to patient-centric thanks to IoT devices [37].

g. VANET (Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks): Autonomous Vehicles (AV) make use of
some sensors and software to check the environmental conditions and drive without
human intervention [38].

h. IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things): Edge computing and IoT allow a fully connected,
automated and intelligent environment to improve efficiency applied to industrial
processes [39].

i. G-IoT (Green IoT): Edge AI deployments lead to higher energy consumption; hence,
the new G-IoT paradigm is aimed at reducing the overall carbon footprint [40].

j. IoT serverless: Serverless edge computing allows the execution of on-demand code
related to IoT applications throughout the edge infrastructure [41].

k. IoFT (Internet of Federated Things): AI training is usually carried out on the cloud
premises (CL), although many IoT applications require to do it right on the edge
servers (FL) [42], leading to a paradigm where devices may extract knowledge
collaboratively to build analytic models whilst keeping privacy [43].

l. Energy efficiency: Energy harvesting techniques may supply power to IoT devices
from a suitable source of ambient energy, such as solar, thermal, wind, vibrations or
radio frequency [44].

Apart from all those hot topics within IoT, it is worth mentioning that the first edge
computing deployments were focused on data collection and application delivery, although
they have now evolved into data processing, which require higher performance and
scalability. Basically, the key point of a good edge computing strategy is to reduce latency
when response times are critical to increase performance and safety, as business success or
fail depending on the insights they may get out of data and how fast they may do it [45].

Some of the key factors when dealing with an edge computing strategy are system
integration platforms, where information and operation technologies converge, ecosystems
and alliances, where open platforms are ever more important, trust and trustworthiness,
where digital trust leverages the digital transformation, hyperconverged infrastructure,
where the use of commodity hardware being customized by software brings computing
systems to a new paradigm, and visionary concepts, such as swarm computing and
decentralized self-organized systems [46].

3. Computational Intelligence and Iot

One of the main features related to IoT devices is the constraint capabilities regarding
processing power, memory, storage, bandwidth and power supply. Those restrictions when
dealing with its own resources lead to move most computing tasks to remote locations.
This way, IoT devices may merely acquire external information from the environment
through some sensors and forward such raw data on to a particular edge device for it to
undertake the appropriate processing, which involves the encapsulation of such data in
the proper way according to the communication protocol being used to get in touch with
the corresponding edge device [47].

On the other hand, when the aforesaid edge device brings processed data back in
response to a former request, it first decapsulates such data so as to extract the relevant
information, and in turn, send them to the appropriate actuator, which may merely act on
the environment according to such information received [48].
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From the point of view of networking, sensors and actuators may be seen as endpoints,
whose traffic flows are sent over to the default gateway in the former, or the other way
around in the latter, where such a default gateway may account for a given edge device.
Moreover, it is irrelevant for a sensor which device is going to do the processing up in
the remote computing hierarchy, as long as the related responses come back to the proper
actuator in a reasonable time, hence no matter whether the server dealing with a given
request is located on the edge, on the fog or on the cloud [49].

Regarding the remote computing levels considered in this paper, edge nodes may
be seen as connected to IoT devices, thus being the lower layer to take part in remote
computing. Then, fog nodes may be denoted as the intermediate layer, as they interconnect
edge nodes. In turn, cloud nodes may be described as the upper layer, as they interconnect
fog nodes. In view of that, I may seem clear that fog nodes ought to be more powerful than
edge ones and cloud ones should usually be the highest.

4. Basic Model Proposed

The foundation of the design proposed for a framework of remote computing system is
composed by two processing levels, such as an edge layer, where end devices get connected,
although sometimes IoT devices might also do, and a fog layer, where edge layers are
connected, taking into account that all fogs are interconnected by a full mesh topology,
thus being all just one hop away to the rest of them.

Furthermore, a cloud layer might be also included, that being connected to all fog
nodes forming a hub and spoke topology, even though no cloud level is actually being
incorporated to this fundamental model so as to keep it simple, as cloud might only take
part as a backup entity for processing, storage or offloading, and that might distract from
the relevant traffic flows to go from a source end to destination end. At a later stage, a
cloud layer will be included as an enhancement of such a model.

Regardless, regarding the layout of all available layers involved in the framework
proposed and the interconnections among them, nodes staying in the edge layer communi-
cate with end devices by means of their downlink ports and with fog nodes by means of
their uplink ports, whereas nodes located in the fog layer communicate with edge nodes
by means of their downlink ports and with both the rest of fog nodes along with the cloud
node (only if there is a cloud facility available in the model) by means of their uplinks ports.

The essential part of this design is going to be modeled according to basic arithmetic
operations, where integer division and modular arithmetic play a capital role. In this
sense, the former yields the integer quotient of a regular division, also known as floor
function, that being represented by ba/kc, whereas the latter plays with the set of its possible
remainders, that being denoted by a|k. Furthermore, the integer division in excess, also
known as ceil function, is also used herein, which is described by da/ke.

With that in mind, the design proposed consists of a group of k fog servers being
interconnected, where each of those has a bunch of k edge servers connected to them,
whilst each of them has a group of k end devices with IoT items linked to them. However,
for simplicity purposes, it is going to be defined a basic model where each edge node has
only one end device attached to it, where each of those just has one sensor and one actuator
connected. This way, the end device identifier also indicates its attached sensor and its
attached actuator, which may facilitate to understand how this basic model works by just
applying the arithmetic operations cited above. Therefore, the overall picture described
for the basic model may be appreciated in Figure 1 for a value k = 3, with k fog nodes,
k edge nodes per fog node, 1 end device per edge node, and 1 sensor and 1 actuator per
end device.

In this context, the key point in that basic layout is the value of variable k, such that
there are just k fogs being interconnected according to a full mesh topology, whilst there are
just k edges hanging per each fog. Hence, every fog has a direct link to all other fogs, which
allows for the shortest paths among them. This infrastructure results in three different
types of communication, such as intraedge for end devices connected to the same edge,
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intrafog for end devices connected to the same fog, and interfog for end devices connected
to different fogs.

8 Edge
servers

Fog

Edge
devices

Sensors &
actuators

End
devices

8 8

Figure 1. Deployment of a basic model with 3 fog nodes.

However, thanks to this basic model having just one sensor and one actuator per end
device, which is unique for each edge, then intraedge communications are obvious because
there are only one uplink channel from a sensor towards an end device and one downlink
channel from an end device to an actuator, whilst having a unique link from each end
device to its associated edge node, hence all those communications are omitted in the basic
model so as to attain further simplification.

Regardless, considering that sensors and actuators are attached to their respective
end devices, it happens that intraedge communications may always contain 2 links, such
as the one to go from the source end device, where a transmitting sensor is connected, to
the common edge, and the one to go from there to the destination end device, where a
receiving actuator is connected to.

In this sense, this basic model also exhibits intrafog communications, which always
consist of 4 links, such as from source end device to source edge, from there to their
common fog node, from there to destination edge, and from there to destination end device.
Furthermore, this basic model exposes interfog communications as well, which always
require 5 links, such as from source end device to source edge, from there to source fog,
from there to destination fog, from there to destination edge, and from there to destination
end device.

Figure 2 exhibits an instance of the design where k = 4. Nonetheless, no matter
the value of k, the amount of links for each type of communication is represented by the
numbers given above. It is to be noted that different interfog topologies from full mesh
would account for a larger number of links when dealing with interfog communications.

From that picture, it seems clear that fog items have been numerated from 0 to k− 1
clockwise, as well as edge items have been done from 0 to k2 − 1 clockwise, although each
category gets identified independently. It is to be noted that the identifiers of all edges
hanging on the same fog match their outcome when applying the integer division of such
an identifier by k, which at the same time happens to match the fog identifier where they
are all being connected to.

With regards to the port numbers, edge devices account for a unique uplink port,
which is not being cited for simplification purposes. Furthermore, the unique downlink
port on each edge device is not being considered either for the same reason, which also
applies to the sensor and the actuator hanging on each end device. On the contrary,
port numbers for fog devices are indeed cited, such as downlink ports going towards its
connected edges are labeled from 0 to k− 1, all of them being congruent modulo k with
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the corresponding edge identifiers, such that this arithmetic operation is used to obtain
the port to the edge destination. Likewise, uplink ports going towards the rest of the fogs
are marked from k to 2k− 2, all those being assigned in an increasing order related to the
ascending order of the other fog identifiers.

F0
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F3

E0
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E3
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E7E8

E9

E10
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Figure 2. Full mesh layout for k = 4.

This sort of numerical arrangement to identify both the edges and fogs, as well as their
ports, permit to construct a model to express the behavior of such a system by employing
only arithmetic operations, which may allow to obtain the string of devices and their ports
forming the path between a given source edge towards a given destination edge.

Furthermore, as the basic model only considers one end device per edge, it occurs
that a source edge identifier also accounts for the source end device, whereas a destination
edge identifier also does for the destination end device, because only one end device is
considered per edge. Likewise, as the basic model considers one single sensor and one sole
actuator per end device, it also happens that any edge identifier accounts not only for its
connected end device, but also for the sensor and the actuator hanging on it. Therefore, the
basic model only needs to focus on traffic flows among edges and fogs, whilst considering
the ports involved in the latter.

Focusing on the model, each communication just quotes two parameters in the form
of natural numbers within the range of Zk2 = {0 · · · k2− 1}, such as the source edge (where
the source end device is hanging on, which contains the active sensor, that is, the one
transmitting data) and the destination edge (where the destination end device is connected
to, which includes the active actuator, that is, the one receiving data). With this in mind,
the integer division of those by k may allow to obtain the source fog and the destination
fog, respectively, which is a natural number within the range of Zk = {0 · · · k− 1}. Once
the source and destination fogs have been found out, there is always a link between them
both, as the network topology among fogs is full mesh; hence, no other fogs may be taken
into consideration to attain all devices involved between a source and a destination edge.

With respect to the ports involved, those in the edges are irrelavant in this basic model,
as there is just one per edge. On the contrary, each fog has k downlink ports, thus looking
at its k connected edges, and k− 1 uplink ports, hence going to each one of the other k− 1
fogs. The downlink ports are identified sequentially within the interval {0 · · · k− 1}, where
the edge identifier hanging on each port is congruent modulo k with the port identifier. On
the other hand, the uplink ports are identified according to the interval {k · · · 2(k− 1)},
each one pointing to the rest of the fogs in ascending order.
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In this setup for uplink ports between a source fog i and a destination fog j, the source
end p of each link may be calculated through Equation (1), where the destination end q of
such a link may be found out with Equation (2).

Source Port(p) =

{
if i < j −→ k + j− 1

if i > j −→ k + j
(1)

Destination Port(q) =

{
if i < j −→ k + i

if i > j −→ k + i− 1
(2)

Additionally, Equation (1) may be collapsed into just one arithmetic Equation (3),
which aggregates both cases by adding up a specific coefficient whose value is either one if
i < j, or otherwise, it is zero if i > j. Such a coefficient is found out by first calculating the
integer division of j by i + 1 (thus resulting in a value greater than 0 if i < j, or just 0 if i > j,
whilst adding up 1 to the divisor eliminates the risk of dividing by zero), and then applying
the integer division in excess by k (thus resulting in 1 if i < j, or 0 if i > j). Likewise,
Equation (2) may also be collapsed into only one arithmetic Equation (4) following the
same reasoning, but swapping i for j.

Source Port(p) = k + j−


⌊

j
i+1

⌋
k

 (3)

Destination Port(q) = k + i−


⌊

i
j+1

⌋
k

 (4)

As an example, Table 1 exposes the interfog links in a unidirectional way among all
fog nodes for the particular case where k = 4. In this case, as there are 4 fog nodes, the
establishment of full connectivity among them all induces k×(k−1)/2 links, which results in
6 bidirectional channels for k = 4, thus accounting for 6× 2 = 12 unidirectional channels.

Table 1. Mapping of fogs and their uplink ports in case k = 4.

Source
Fog: i

Source
Port: p

Destination
Fog: j

Destination
Port: q

Mapping Array: m
(Index and Its Value)

0 4 1 4 0
0 5 2 4 1
0 6 3 4 2
1 4 0 4 3
1 5 2 5 4
1 6 3 5 5
2 4 0 5 6
2 5 1 5 7
2 6 3 6 8
3 4 0 6 9
3 5 1 6 10
3 6 2 6 11

Considering a generic k value, it is to be noted that each single unidirectional interfog
channel may be represented by a unique combination of a source fog, a destination fog
and the link between them, that being described by both its source end and its destination
end. In this context, all available unidirectional interfog channels may be mapped to an
array in order to facilitate the coding implementation of a Promela model by associating
each of those with an sole identifier. In that case, variable m may be an array of natural
numbers, where obviously its indexes match the corresponding values being stored on
them, and whose target is to identify each one of the aforesaid unique combinations, thus
acting as a mapping array between each given instance of unidirectional interfog channel
to a particular natural number.
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In this sense, on the one hand, Equation (5) finds the mapping of the source end
for all unidirectional interfog channels, where each particular instance is associated to a
unique pair composed by a given source fog and one of its uplink ports. On the other hand,
Equation (6) states the mapping of all destination ends for the aforementioned channels,
where each given instance is bounded to a sole pair consisting of a particular destination
fog and one of its uplink ports.

Therefore, the mapping of a given unidimensional interfog channel may be indepen-
dently calculated from the point of view of either the sender end or the receiver end. This
way, Equation (5) finds the index of mapping array m as a function of source fog i and
source port p, whereas Equation (6) does it by means of destination fog j and destination
port q. Hence, the same value of m associated to a particular unidirectional channel is
obtained with either the source fog node and its source uplink port or the destination fog
node and its destination uplink port.

Source Port Mapping(m) = (k− 1)× i + p− k (5)

Destination Port Mapping(m) = ((j− 1)− q + k)|k + (q− k)× k (6)

Taking that all into account, the layout proposed simplifies a great deal all forwarding
operations to be undertaken when moving traffic flows from one edge to another, as integer
divisions and arithmetic modulo k provides all intermediate devices (those being the fog
or fogs being traversed), along with their ports involved.

However, the model may be further expanded in different ways, such as considering
that k end devices are connected to each edge in a hub and spoke fashion, which may
lead to an overall amount of k3 end devices, being numerically identified within the
interval {0 · · · k3 − 1}. That way, there may be k end devices hanging on each edge, where
the integer division between each end device and k results in the edge identifier, whose
downlink ports are congruent modulo k with their connected end devices. Analogously,
there may be k2 end devices having the same fog two hops away, which may be identified
by means of the integer division between an end device and k2, whose downlink ports are
congruent modulo k2 with those end devices.

Furthermore, cloud facilities may be included to work as a backup of the aforemen-
tioned model, where each fog may have links to those facilities. This way, a cloud server
may act as backup for storage or offloading purposes, even though the processing tasks
will be preferably undertaken in the lower levels.

5. Modeling with Spin/Promela

To start with, Promela is the acronym of PROtocol MEta LAnguage, where the first
word may also be substituted with PROcess. It is a high-level specification language, as
it portrays a strong degree of abstraction. Promela’s syntax is C-like, even though the
latter is a programming language, whereas the former is a modeling one whose target is
modeling the interactions among no-deterministic distributed systems [50]. Furthermore,
such model specifications may feed Simple Promela INterpreter (SPIN) model checker
in order to verify the model [51], as well as check specific properties related to Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) [52].

In this context, the basic model exposed in the previous section is going to be modelled
by means of Promela code, which will further feed Spin model checker so as to verify
the code and obtain some parameters out of such a code. It is to be reminded that the
design of the basic model heavily depends on variable k, as it only takes into account k
fog nodes, k2 edge nodes and the same number of end devices, taking into account all the
interconnection ports among them exposed in the previous chapter.
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Additionally, it is to be remarked that the key arithmetic tools in this Promela model
presented herein are integer division and modular arithmetic. Regarding the former, it is the
default kind of division when dealing with byte and integer types in Promela, thus a simple
division applies herein as the type of destination identifier is a byte; hence, calculating
the associated fog node of a destination device is as straightforward as performing a
division of such a destination by k. With respect to the latter, Promela does not have it
implemented, so it has to be defined within the code by adapting the remainder theorem,
hence calculating the downlink port from a fog to an edge towards destination makes use
of that mathematic tool.

Furthermore, interfog communications are implemented through the establishment of
a mapping array of channels which identifies each single unidirectional interfog link, as
stated in the previous section. This way, all those interfog paths are perfectly distinguished,
thus making it possible to clearly spot each of their sending and receiving ends by means
of the aforementioned Equations (5) and (6). On the other hand, those equations require to
find the source and destination ports, where Equation (1) has been employed to find the
former, whereas the latter have been considered as a range of the available values, as each
concrete value is irrelevant in the code proposed. Alternatively, the former might have
been found by means of (3), even though the integer division in excess is not defined in
Promela, so it would have been necessary to first define it.

Regarding the code for the basic model proposed, it is shown in Algorithm 1, where
the first line specifies the value of variable K, which will be a constant value throughout
the whole code snippet, whilst the second line builds up the function mod(a, n) as Promela
does not have any to represent arithmetic modulo n [53]. Then, the third line states an
abstract message type, which bears a source and a destination identifiers, whereas lines
from 4 to 8 declare all message channels involved. Each of those are arrays of a bunch of
channels that can store just 1 message containing its type, along with its source identifier
and its destination identifier.

After that, the declarations for the three kinds of entities taking part in this model
are carried out, such as Devices, Edge and Fog. It is to be said that in every channel, the
nomenclature for sending a message through a channel is identified by channel ! message,
whereas that for receiving a message through a channel is done by channel ? message,
where the former spots the sending end and the latter does the receiving end. It is also to
be noted that i stands for identifying both an entity and the ends of each channel where it is
involved. Besides, the source and destination of each message passing through any remote
computing entity, namely Edge and Fog, are Devices identified as s and d, respectively,
whilst those generating a message portray i as a source, whereas those receiving a message
carry i as destination.

In this sense, each Device entity generates messages where the source is its own
identifier i and the destination is non-deterministic, which depart from itself for being the
source device and go towards its directly connected edge, which in this case plays the role
of source edge, through its channel from Sensor. On the other hand, each device also listens
to receive messages from its channel to Actuator, those coming from its directly connected
edge, which in this case plays the role of destination edge, and going towards itself for
being the destination device.

Moreover, for each Edge entity, if a message is coming from a device through its
channel fromSensor, then it is checked whether the current edge instance is the destination
edge, and if this is the case, the incoming message is sent towards its directly connected
device, which happens to be the destination device, through its channel toActuator, or
otherwise, that message is forwarded on towards its directly connected fog, which occurs
to be the source fog, through channel Edge2Fog. Likewise, if a message is coming from
its directly connected fog, which play the part of destination fog, through its channel
Fog2Edge, then it is sent towards its directly connected device, which play the role of
destination device, through its channel toActuator.
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Furthermore, for each Fog entity, if a message is received from an edge through its
channel Edge2Fog, then it checks whether the current fog instance is the destination fog,
and if that is the case, the incoming message is forwarded on towards the appropriate
destination edge through its channel Fog2Edge, or otherwise, such a message is sent
towards the destination fog through channel Fog2Fog, which is directly connected to the
current fog thanks to the full mesh network topology among fog nodes. Likewise, if a
message is received from another fog, which occurs to be the source fog, through its channel
Fog2Fog, it is in turn forwarded towards the appropriate destination edge, which happens
to be the destination edge, through its channel Fog2Edge.

Eventually, all instances of each type are created by means of in the init process by
means of the run function, which starts up a new process for each of those instances, which
will interact with each other in a non-deterministic fashion, resulting in a different outcome
for each time the simulation is run.

At this stage, this basic model coded in Promela is going to be run with Spin several
times by trying incremental values of parameter k so as to study the results produced [54].
In this sense, Table 2 presents the results for a particular execution for each of those values
of k = {2, 3, 4}, presenting the length of the state vector in bytes, the depth reached, the
states stored and the states matched, that meaning the number of different states found
during the simulation time.

Table 2. Outcome of the Spin simulation cited.

K State-Vector (Bytes) Depth Reached States Stored States Matched

2 276 120 1,179,021 ×106 1,220,492 ×106

3 588 236 78,664,413 ×106 1.731726 × 108

4 1020 409 81,474,905 ×106 2.4499248 × 108

The values obtained regarding the number of states is extremely high, as there are
over 107 for k = 2 and over 108 for k = 3 and k = 4. This clearly exhibits an explosion of
states happening with the lowest values of k, which will get much higher if greater values
of k are assigned, thus making the model unmanageable.

It is to be mentioned that the state explosion occurs when the number of states to be
modeled increases with the addition of further aspects to the model, which results in an
rapid increasing number of states to be included, thus leading to a fast growing number of
transitions among those states, hence making the model cumbersome [55].

Therefore, the study of this basic model with Spin/Promela is discouraging due to that
condition, because small values of k already brings results being hard to deal with, which
also obviously puts off any extension of this basic model. In this situation, it is convenient
to leave Spin/Promela modeling aside, which might be considered as a timed FDT, and
adopt an ACP based approach to undertake the models required, which may be seen as a
timeless FDT. This way, the focus will be swapped from quantitative features to qualitative
ones, hence concentrating just on the relationships among entities in a non-deterministic
distributed environment.
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Algorithm 1: Basic model coded in Promela.
1 #define K 4
2 #define mod(a,n) ((((a+n) % n) + n) % n)
3 mtype = {MSG}

4 chan fromSensor[K*K] = [1] of {mtype, byte, byte}
5 chan toActuator[K*K] = [1] of {mtype, byte, byte}
6 chan Fog2Edge[K*K] = [1] of {mtype, byte, byte}
7 chan Edge2Fog[K*K] = [1] of {mtype, byte, byte}
8 chan Fog2Fog[K*(K-1)] = [1] of {mtype, byte, byte}

9 proctype Devices (byte i) {
10 byte s, d, n = 0;
11 do
12 :: atomic {n<1 -> select(d : 0 .. (K*(K-1)));
13 fromSensor[i] ! MSG(i,d); n++}
14 :: toActuator[i] ? MSG(s,i)
15 od
16 }

17 proctype Edge (byte i) {
18 byte s, d;
19 do
20 :: if
21 :: atomic { fromSensor[i] ? MSG(s,d)
22 -> if
23 :: i == d -> toActuator[d] ! MSG(s,d)
24 :: else -> Edge2Fog[i] ! MSG(s,d)
25 fi }
26 :: atomic { Fog2Edge[i] ? MSG(s,d) -> toActuator[d] ! MSG(s,d)
27 fi
28 od
29 }

30 proctype Fog (byte i) {
31 byte j, x, s, d, p, q;
32 do
33 :: for (x : 0 .. (K-1)) {
34 atomic { Edge2Fog[i*K+x] ? MSG(s,d)
35 -> j = d/K;
36 if
37 :: i == j -> Fog2Edge[d] ! MSG(s,d)
38 :: else -> if
39 :: i > j -> p=K+j
40 :: else -> p=K+j-1
41 fi
42 Fog2Fog[(K-1)*i+p-K] ! MSG(s,d)
43 fi }
44 }
45 :: for (q : K .. (2*K-2)) {
46 atomic { Fog2Fog[(mod(i-1-q+K,K)) + (q-K)*K] ? MSG(s,d)
47 -> Fog2Edge[d] ! MSG(s,d) }
48 }
49 od
50 }

51 init {
52 byte i;
53 for (i : 0 .. (K*(K-1))) {
54 run Devices (i)
55 run Edge(i) }
56 for (i : 0 .. (K-1)) {
57 run Fog (i) }
58 }
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6. Modeling with Acp

In view of the outcome attained with Spin/Promela simulation regarding the basic
model, it is going to be proposed an alternative modeling by means of ACP. It is to be noted
that ACP describes the functionality of the diverse sorts of entities taking part of a model
by means of algebraic equations describing the behaviour of each of those, according to its
set of rules, which do not include the notion of time.

In fact, this absence of time considerations changes the focus from quantitative anal-
ysis, as such being undertaken by means of the Spin/Promela simulation, to qualitative
examinations, which permit to focus on diverse characteristics regarding the overall be-
haviour of the model without any time constraint. In this context, performance is measured
in time units in the former, whereas alternative units are used in the latter [56].

ACP is an abstract process algebra whose main characteristic is to abstract away from
the real nature of the entities being modeled, which allows to establish a generic high level
approach to just focus on the behaviour of each entity being part of such a model [57]. This
way, a generic IoT system may be modeled by first describing the behaviour of each type
of entity, which in turn allows to undertake a model specification by setting all entities
in a concurrent manner, which eventually may lead to carry out a model verification by
inspecting the exterior behaviour of such a model, and then comparing to that of the real
system [58].

In this context, verification may be achieved in ACP if algebraic equations describing
the behaviour of both the model built up and the real system taken as a reference have the
same string of actions and the same branching structure. If that is the case, they both are
accounted to be rooted branching bisimilar, which is considered to be a sufficient condition
to get a model verified [59].

It is to be noted that the way to face communications in ACP differ from that used in
Promela, as the latter specifically declares the unidirectional channels where connections
take place, whilst the former does not define any channels whatsoever, as those are the
result of one end being able to communicate with the other end. This way, it is not necessary
to set a mapping array to single out each unidirectional interfog channels, as all of them
may be defined in a generic way thanks to the abstraction features of ACP.

Regarding the basic notions of ACP to implement models, it is to be said that there
are two atomic actions, such as a given item Ω sending a generic message d through a
particular channel x, which is described as sΩ,x(d) and a given item Ω reading a generic
message d through a particular channel x, that being exposed by rΩ′ ,x′(d). In order to
establish relationships among atomic actions, a bunch of operators are available, including
a sequential one defined by ×, an alternate one given by +, a concurrent one denoted by ||,
or a conditional one presented by the statement (True / condition . False) [60].

Furthermore, another operator called encapsulation, depicted by ∂H(), is necessary to
carry out model specification, as it allows internal communications through a particular
channel, given by cΩ,x 7−→x′ ,Ω′(d) out of a sending action by an item Ω at the initial end of
that channel, stated as x, such as sΩ,x(d) and a reading action by an item Ω′ at the final end
of that channel, spotted as x′, such as rΩ′ ,x′(d), which get both cancelled at that stage, so
just the communication action prevails. Additionally, an extra operator named abstraction,
exhibited by τI(), is needed to undertake model verification, as it permits internal actions
and internal communications to be masked, whilst not affecting the external actions, hence
unveiling the external behaviour of the model [61].

In order to better understand the ACP equations being cited in this section, it is to be
said that each recursive equation describes a class of items, those being either end devices
(H), edge nodes (E), fog nodes (F) or cloud nodes (G), where each of them may include a
certain number of instances, these being defined by a summatory. The role of the items in
the lower layer of each scenario is just being the source or destination of a traffic flow, that
is, just sending or receiving data. However, the items in the upper layers of each scenario
may execute different sets of actions if a traffic flow is received either through the lower
ports or the upper ports, where the ports involved are selected through a summatory.
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The sets of actions being run in each case are meant to guide the received traffic to-
wards its intended destination by means of selecting the outgoing port having the optimal
path to such a destination. Moreover, the diverse sets of actions are separated by the alter-
native operator (+) and each action within a given set contains sequential operations (×)
indicating the order in which the relevant actions are run and some conditional statements
(True / condition . False) with the target of finding the optimal path to destination, such
as a fog element being the destination fog or an edge element being the destination edge,
where the string of actions being executed after the condition depends on the completion
of such a condition (those on the left hand side of the condition) or otherwise (those on
the right hand side). Besides, the concurrent operator (||) runs all entities involved in a
simultaneous manner, thus making possible to obtain the sequence of events occurring in a
particular scenario with the help of the rest of operators.

On the other hand, in order to portray the processing being carried out at the diverse
remote computing facilities exposed in previous sections, each of them with its AI-based
capacities, those are going to be exposed by using the Greek alphabet, such as αAI for
AI-powered computations undertaken on an edge node, βAI for AI-based calculations done
on an fog node and γAI for AI-powered processing done on a cloud node. Moreover, it is
to be said that the models presented do not incorporate any training schemes for those
AI-based capacities, as it is supposed they are already trained for simplicity purposes. This
way, the focus in the models may be set into the arithmetic operations to achieve an efficient
path between any given source and any given destination.

In this context, some algebraic models are going to be proposed in an incremental
manner. To start with, a core model is exposed, which only contains fog nodes, those
represented by variable F and edge nodes, those expressed by variable E, according to the
prerequisites established in previous section, such as k fogs and k edges per node, thus
making up to k2 edges overall. After that, a basic model is proposed, which adds up one
single end device or host, given by variable H, per each of the edges, thus accounting for
k end devices per edge node, which in turn makes up to k2 end devices overall. It is to
be remarked that this is the model designed with Promela and executed with Spin in the
last section.

Besides, an extended model is exhibited, which incorporates k end devices per edge,
thus making up to k2 end devices per fog and accounting for k3 overall. Moreover, an
enhanced model is shown, which incorporates just 2 cloud nodes for redundancy purposes,
given by variable G, such that each fog has a direct link to each of those. Additionally, a
full model could also be built up by including sensors and actuators, even though it is
not going to be depicted as it might be easily deducted following the same pattern as the
extended one, in a way that it might account for k sensors and k actuators connected per
end device, which might do for k2 for each type per edge, k3 for each kind per fog and k4

for each sort overall.
As in the previous section, it is to be reminded that all those models are based on

key arithmetic tools, such as integer division and modular arithmetic. However, integer
division in excess is also being used so as to find out the ports related to unidirectional
interfog communications, as quoted in Equations (3) and (4). Therefore, it is interesting
to cite some alternative ways to calculate them, so Equation (7) presents integer division,
Equation (8) exposes modulus k and Equation (9) exhibits integer division in excess.

int(a/b) = ba/bc = (a−a|b)/b (7)

a mod b = a|b = (a|b + b)|b (8)

da/be = −b−a/bc = −(a|b−a)/b (9)

It is to be noted that in all models presented, the items in the lowest layer just sends
raw data (d) or receives processed data (e), whilst the items in the upper layers may
carry out two chain of actions. The first one is related to the reception of a raw message
through any of its downlink ports, followed by dealing with it by either processing it
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and sending it back to an item in the lower layer on the way to its final destination, or
otherwise, forwarding it to an item in the upper layer for it to take charge of it. The second
one is related to the reception of a processed message through any of its uplink ports,
followed by processing it and sending it back to an item in the lower layer on the way to
its final destination.

Regarding optimization in communications, the arithmetic framework proposed
makes use of integer divisions by k for an item located in any layer to find the element
where it is hanging on to, as well as modular arithmetic in order to find out the port
looking at either the source host or the destination host, depending whether the segment
considered within the path is upwards or downwards.

Therefore, the optimization of resources when using the presented models are based
in the use of integer divisions and modular arithmetic to achieve traffic forwarding in an
optimal way by just applying arithmetic operations, as opposed to getting it by means
of looking up into the forwarding tables of the relevant devices. The main benefit of the
former compared to the latter are the simplicity of operations, that leading to achieve
shorter response times when finding out the proper forwarding route, even though the
latter may be used in any condition, whereas the former requires the deployment of the
framework proposed to get optimal results, or otherwise suboptimal outcomes arise.

6.1. Core Scenario: Edge-Fog

In this case, there are only fog nodes (F) and edge nodes (E), as exposed in Figure 3,
where the former has k downlink ports, those ranging {0 · · · k− 1}, and k− 1 uplink ports,
those going {k · · · 2k− 2}, whilst the latter shows just 1 uplink port, labeled as 0. As stated
before, there are k fog nodes and k edge nodes per fog, resulting in k2 overall.

F0

F2 F1

p3
p4

p4p3
p3

p4

E0 E1 E2

E8 E7 E6 E5 E4 E3

p0 p1 p2

p0
p0 p1p2p1p2

Figure 3. Core scenario: Edge-Fog for k = 3.

Furthermore, as explained in previous sections, all edge nodes connected to a fog
node share the same result of their integer division by k, which just happens to be the
fog node identifier. On the other hand, the downlink ports of all fog nodes are congruent
modulo k with the edge node connected to each port, whereas the uplink ports of all fog
nodes may be calculated by Equations (3) and (4), which makes use of integer division in
excess to achieve both ends of each unidirectional interfog channel.

With all that in mind, Equation (10) describes the behaviour of a generic edge node
Eε and Equation (11) does it for a generic fog node Fφ. In this sense, it is to be noted that
atomic actions bear two parameters, such as the former is the device identifier and the
latter is the port involved, whilst ε and φ are the identifier of each one of the edge nodes
and fog nodes, respectively.
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In addition, the only AI-based processing is carried out at fog premises, branded as
βAI, because edge devices are just the source (a) or destination (b) of all messages going
through the system. Furthermore, generic raw data are labeled as d prior to being computed
by an AI-based processing, whereas they are done as e after that point. Besides, the sending
end of an interfog link is found out by Equation (3), where the source fog is branded as
i = ba/kc, whereas destination fog is done as j = bb/kc, even though the destination end is
irrelevant in this algebraic model, as the destination fog just listens to all uplink ports and
sends any received message towards its proper destination edge.

Eε =
k2−1

∑
ε=0

(
sEε ,0(d) + rEε ,0(e)

)
× Eε (10)

Fφ =
k−1

∑
φ=0

(
k−1

∑
x=0

rFφ ,x(d)× βAI ×
(

sFφ ,b|k (e) / φ = bb/kc . s
Fφ ,k+j−

⌈⌊
j

i+1

⌋
/k

⌉(e))+
2k−2

∑
x=k

rFφ ,x(e)× sFφ ,b|k (e)

)
× Fφ (11)

At this stage, all entities may be executed in a concurrent fashion, where the encapsu-
lation operator restricts the effects of non-determinism. Actually, such an operator enables
all internal communications, which reveals the sequence of events occurring in this model,
as seen in Equation (12). It is to be reminded that in this case, the edge nodes are the source
and sink of all messages, so they do not take part of the internal model, which is now
restricted just to fog nodes. Moreover, ∅ indicates that no action is taken within a con-
ditional statement. Besides, the statement csource_item,source_port 7−→destination_port,destination_item
describes the elements of each internal communication occurred within the model.

k−1

∑
φ=0

∂H

(
Fφ

)
=

( k−1

∑
x=0

rFφ ,x(d)× βAI×

(
∅ / φ = bb/kc . c

Fi ,k+j−
⌈⌊

j
i+1

⌋
/k

⌉
7−→k+i−

⌈⌊
i

j+1

⌋
/k

⌉
,Fj
(e)
)
× sFφ ,b|k (e)

)
× ∂H

(
Fφ

)
(12)

At this point, the model have been specified and the application of the abstraction
operator on the aforesaid specification may reveal its external behaviour, as that operator
will mask both internal communications and internal actions, hence prevailing only the
external actions.

k−1

∑
φ=0

τI

(
∂H

(
Fφ

))
=

k−1

∑
x=0

rFφ ,x(d)× sFφ ,b|k (e)× τI

(
∂H

(
Fφ

))
(13)

On the other hand, the external behaviour of the real system consists of receiving
some raw data (d) from a source edge from an incoming link, and after processing them
and turning them into processed data (e), it is send over to a destination edge towards an
outgoing link, as shown in Equation (14).

X = rIN(d)× sOUT(e)× X (14)

Confronting Equation (13) with Equation (14), it may seem obvious that they are both
recursive equations being multiplied by the same factors, even though the nomenclature
of the incoming and outgoing channels may differ. Hence, it may be stated that both
exquations are rooted branching bisimilar, as they exhibit the same actions, along with the
same branching structure, which induces the application of Equation (15).

k−1

∑
φ=0

τI

(
∂H

(
Fφ

))
←→ X (15)
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Therefore, that is a sufficient condition to have a model verified; hence, the core model
proposed in ACP may be considered as verified.

6.2. Basic Scenario: Oneenddevice-Edge-Fog

Taking the previous model as a core, an extra end device is connected to every edge
node, which are represented by H. This way, edge nodes will have a downlink port to
connect to its associate end device and an uplink port to connect to its associated fog node,
where the former is identified by 0 and the latter does it by 1. On the contrary, the only
port located in all end devices is identified by 0. It is to be reminded that this is the basic
model studied above in the Spin/Promela code and it is depicted in Figure 4.

In this case, there are k fogs, k2 edges and k2 end devices, where the latter just generate
messages (a) and receive messages (b), whereas the other two construct the modeled
system. Taking that into account, Equation (16) denotes the behaviour of a generic end
device Hη , Equation (17) describes it for a generic edge node Eε and Equation (18) states it
for a generic fog node Fφ, which matches Equation (11). Furthermore, AI-powered tasks
are undertaken on edge nodes, labeled as αAI, as well as on fog node, named as βAI.

Hη =
k2−1

∑
η=0

(
sHη ,0(d) + rHη ,0(e)

)
× Hη (16)

Eε =
k2−1

∑
ε=0

(
rEε ,0(d)×

(
αAI× sEε ,0(e) / ε = b . sEε ,1(d)

)
+ rEε ,1(e)× sEε ,0(e)

)
× Eε (17)

Fφ =
k−1

∑
φ=0

(
k−1

∑
x=0

rFφ ,x(d)× βAI ×
(

sFφ ,b|k (e) / φ = bb/kc . s
Fφ ,k+j−

⌈⌊
j

i+1

⌋
/k

⌉(e))+
2k−2

∑
x=k

rFφ ,x(e)× sFφ ,b|k (e)

)
× Fφ (18)
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Figure 4. Basic scenario: OneEndDevice-Edge-Fog for k = 3.

At the stage, the encapsulation operator reveals the sequence of events taking place in
the model, as seen in Equation (19). It is to be remarked that in this case, the end devices
are the source and sink of all messages, labeled as a and b, respectively, so they do not
participate in the internal model, which is now restricted just to edge nodes and fog nodes.
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Furthermore, source edge is identified by Ea, whilst destination edge is done by Eb, as
there are just one end device per edge. On the other hand, source fog is labeled by Fba/kc,
whereas destination fog is done by Fbb/kc.

k2−1

∑
ε=0

k−1

∑
φ=0

∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

)
=

(
rEa ,0(d)×

(
αAI / a = b .

(
cEa ,1 7−→a|k ,Fba/kc(d)× βAI×(

∅ / ba/kc = bb/kc . c
Fi ,k+j−

⌈⌊
j

i+1

⌋
/k

⌉
7−→k+i−

⌈⌊
i

j+1

⌋
/k

⌉
,Fj
(e)
)
×

cFbb/kc ,b|k 7−→1,Ebb/kc
(e)
)
× sEb ,0(e)

))
× ∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

)
(19)

At this point, the abstraction operator unveils the external behaviour of the model, as
shown in Equation (20).

k2−1

∑
ε=0

k−1

∑
φ=0

τI

(
∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

))
= rEa ,0(d)× sEb ,0(e)× τI

(
∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

))
(20)

On the other hand, the external behaviour of the real system matches that cited in
Equation (14).

Comparing Equation (20) with Equation (14), the same reasoning applies herein, which
induces the application of Equation (21).

k2−1

∑
ε=0

k−1

∑
φ=0

τI

(
∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

))
←→ X (21)

Hence, this is a sufficient condition to get a model verified; thus, the basic model
proposed in ACP may be considered as verified.

6.3. Extended Scenario: Multipleenddevice-Edge-Fog

The previous model may be easily extended by adding up k end devices per edge
node, resulting in k2 per fog node and k3 overall. Hence, end devices may calculate the
edge identifier they are hanging on by applying an integer division by k, whilst the fog
node they have above is found out with an integer division by k2. On the other hand,
arithmetic modulo k may find the port of an edge device connected to an end device,
whereas arithmetic modulo k2 does it for the path from a fog node aimed at a given end
device. Regardless, Figure 5 exposes the overall picture.
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Figure 5. Extended scenario: MultipleEndDevices-Edge-Fog for k = 3.
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The equations describing the types of entities involved are Equation (22) for end
devices (H), which accounts for more items than Equation (16), Equation (23) for edge
nodes (F), whose difference with Equation (17) is that now an edge has k downlink ports,
going from 0 to k − 1, and 1 uplink port identified by k, and also Equation (24) for fog
devices (F), which is analogous to Equation (18).

Hη =
k3−1

∑
η=0

(
sHη ,0(d) + rHη ,0(e)

)
× Hη (22)

Eε =
k2−1

∑
ε=0

(
k−1

∑
y=0

rEε ,y(d) ×
(

αAI × sEε ,b|k(e) / ε = bb/kc . sEε ,k(d)
)

+ rEε ,k(e) × sEε ,b|k (e)

)
× Eε (23)

Fφ =
k−1

∑
φ=0

(
k−1

∑
x=0

rFφ ,x(d)× βAI ×
(

sFφ ,b|k (e) / φ = bb/k2c . s
Fφ ,k+j−

⌈⌊
j

i+1

⌋
/k

⌉(e))+
2k−2

∑
x=k

rFφ ,x(e)× sFφ ,b|k (e)

)
× Fφ (24)

At this moment, the encapsulation operator is applied so as to obtain the sequence of
events occurring in the model, as exposed in Equation (25).

k2−1

∑
ε=0

k−1

∑
φ=0

∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

)
=

(
rEa ,a|k (d)×

(
αAI / ba/kc = bb/kc .

(
cEa ,k 7−→a|k ,Fba/k2c

(d)× βAI×(
∅ / ba/k2c = bb/k2c . c

Fi ,k+j−
⌈⌊

j
i+1

⌋
/k

⌉
7−→k+i−

⌈⌊
i

j+1

⌋
/k

⌉
,Fj
(e)
)
×

cFbb/k2c ,b|k 7−→k,Ebb/kc
(e)
)
× sEb ,b|k (e)

))
× ∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

)
(25)

At that point, the abstraction operator reveals the external behaviour of the model, as
exhibited in Equation (26).

k2−1

∑
ε=0

k−1

∑
φ=0

τI

(
∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

))
= rEa ,a|k (d)× sEb ,b|k (e)× τI

(
∂H

(
Eε||Fφ

))
(26)

Moreover, the external behaviour of the real system matches that quoted in Equation (14),
which results to be rooted branching bisimilar to Equation (26), thus that is a sufficient
condition to get a model verified; thus, the basic model proposed in ACP may be considered
as verified.

6.4. Enhanced Scenario: Multipleenddevices-Edge-Fog-Cloud Scenario

The previous model may be enhanced by implementing a redundant cloud system,
which are represented by G, in a way that each fog node will use link 2k− 1 to reach the
cloud node for backup and storage purposes. On the other hand, the links in the cloud
facilities match those of the fog nodes receiving such interconnections. Besides, it is to be
noted that the cloud nodes will have AI-powered processing, that being denoted as γAI .
Putting all together, Figure 6 depicts the overall picture.
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Figure 6. Enhanced scenario: MultipleEndDevices-Edge-Fog-Cloud for k = 3.

In this context, Equation (22) still applies for end devices, whilst Equation (23) still do
for edge nodes. With respect to fog nodes, Equation (27) takes Equation (24) as a foundation,
and from there on, it includes communication with the cloud whenever it gets some traffic
flow in order to implement backup policies regarding processing or storage. Additionally,
Equation (28) presents the model for cloud node.

Fφ =
k−1

∑
φ=0

(( k−1

∑
x=0

rFφ ,x(d)× βAI ×
(

sFφ ,2k−1(e) + rFφ ,2k−1(e)
)
×

(
sFφ ,b|k (e) / φ = bb/k2c . s

Fφ ,k+j−
⌈⌊

j
i+1

⌋
/k

⌉(e))+ 2k−2

∑
x=k

rFφ ,x(e)× sFφ ,b|k (e)
)
+

)
× Fφ (27)

Gζ =
( k−1

∑
z=0

rGζ ,z(d)× γAI × rGζ ,z(e)
)
× Gζ (28)

At this stage, the encapsulation operator is applied so as to achieve the sequence of
events happening in the model, as shown in Equation (29).

k2−1

∑
ε=0

k−1

∑
φ=0

∂H

(
Eε||Fφ||Gζ

)
=

(
rEa ,a|k (d)×

(
αAI / ba/kc = bb/kc .

(
cEa ,k 7−→a|k ,Fba/k2c

(d)× βAI×(
cFbb/k2c ,2k−1 7−→bb/k2c,Gζ

(e)× γAI × cGζ ,bb/k2c7−→2k−1,Fbb/k2c

)
×(

∅ / ba/k2c = bb/k2c . c
Fi ,k+j−

⌈⌊
j

i+1

⌋
/k

⌉
7−→k+i−

⌈⌊
i

j+1

⌋
/k

⌉
,Fj
(e)
)
×

cFbb/k2c ,b|k 7−→k,Ebb/kc
(e)× sEb ,b|k (e)

))
× ∂H

(
Eε||Fφ||Gζ

)
(29)

At that point, the abstraction operator unveils the external behaviour of the model, as
exhibited in Equation (30).

k2−1

∑
ε=0

k−1

∑
φ=0

τI

(
∂H

(
Eε||Fφ||Gζ

))
= rEa ,a|k (d)× sEb ,b|k (e)× τI

(
∂H

(
Eε||Fφ||Gζ

))
(30)

Besides, the external behaviour of the real system matches that cited in Equation
(14), which occurs to be rooted branching bisimilar to Equation (30); hence, this is a
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sufficient condition to have a model verified; thus, the basic model proposed in ACP may
be considered as verified.

6.5. How the Model Works

It is to be considered that the arithmetic model proposed is aimed at speeding up the
times for routing and switching by means of applying simple arithmetic operations, such as
integer divisions and modular arithmetic, as opposed to using the traditional routing and
switching strategies where the next hop of a destination is searched by means of looking
up into a certain table with a number of entries.

The optimal strategy regarding performance in this context may depend on which
one is faster, either the arithmetic operations or the searching operations, according to the
hardware and software resources available and how those operations are implemented. In
this sense, the key point when assessing whether the arithmetic strategy, based on integer
divisions and modular arithmetic, performs better than the traditional searching algorithms
when dealing with routing and switching will basically depend on how those different
approaches are coded into the ASIC hardware and the software complements being used,
although the arithmetic approach seems to be more efficient in theory.

In other words, making the necessary arithmetic calculations to go from a source host
to a destination host may seem faster beforehand than searching through lookup tables
with many registers on them; hence, it may appear that the arithmetic framework might
be more efficient than searching into the forwarding tables. Nonetheless, the way those
operations are implemented in hardware and software will definitely influence which
method is the most efficient. However, it is to be noted that the arithmetic operations are
only useful for the specific framework proposed, with the appropriate number of elements
on each layer, whilst the searching operations do apply to any type of topology.

Focusing on the basics of the model described, and keeping in mind that a represents
the source end device and b does the destination one, for any value of parameter k, it is to
be reminded that intraedge communication occurs when the source edge (Eba/kc) and the
destination edge (Ebb/kc) match, such that Eba/kc = Ebb/kc, whilst intrafog communications
happens when the intraedge condition is not met, accounting for Eba/kc 6= Ebb/kc, although
at the same time the source fog (Fba/k2c) and the destination fog (Fbb/k2c) match, such that
Fba/k2c = Fbb/k2c, whereas interfog communications take place when the intrafog condition
is not met, such that Fba/k2c 6= Fbb/k2c, which obviously involves Eba/kc 6= Ebb/kc.

Regarding the ports involved in each case scenario, for intraedge communications the
edge source port is given by a|k and the edge destination port is done by b|k. Besides, for
intrafog communications the fog source port is given ba/kc|k and the fog destination port
is done by bb/kc|k, whilst the edge downlink source and destination ports are the same as
in the intraedge case and the edge uplink source and destination ports are k in both cases.
Moreover, for interfog communications the fog uplink source port was cited in Equation
(3) and the fog uplink destination port was quoted in Equation (4), whilst the fog downlink
source and destination ports match those given in the intrafog case, and the same happens
with the ports related to the edge nodes.

In that sense, some examples may be quoted so as to test how the arithmetic framework
works. For this matter, let us take the extended model (studied in Section 6.3) with
parameter k = 3 and let us show a test of intraedge, intrafog and interfog scenarios. That
way, the optimal path between any given pair of end devices are completely defined,
quoting all intermediate nodes being part of that path and the downlink and uplink ports
being used on them.

• Intraedge: source host a = 4, destination host b = 5. First of all, check the intraedge
condition: Eba/kc = Ebb/kc → Eb4/3c = Eb5/3c = E1 (common edge node E1), where its
edge source downlink port is a|k = 4|3 = 1 and its edge destination donwlink port is
b|k = 5|3 = 2.

• Intrafog: source host a = 4, destination host b = 8. To start with, check the intraedge
condition: Eba/kc = Ebb/kc → Eb4/3c = E1 6= Eb8/3c = E2 (source edge node E1, whilst
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destination edge node E2). Then, check the intrafog condition: Fba/k2c = Fbb/k2c ⇒
Fb4/32c = Fb8/32c = F0 (common fog node F0), where its fog source downlink port is
ba/kc|k = b4/3c|3 = 1|3 = 1 and its fog destination downlink port is bb/kc|k = b8/3c|3 =
2|3 = 2. Furthermore, source edge node is Eba/kc = Eb4/3c = E1, where its edge source
downlink port is a|k = 4|3 = 1, whilst its edge source uplink port is k = 3, and
destination edge node is Ebb/kc = Eb8/3c = E2, where its edge destination downlink
port is b|k = 8|3 = 2, whilst its edge destination uplink port is k = 3.

• Interfog: source host a = 4, destination host b = 9. To begin with, check the intraedge
condition: Eba/kc = Ebb/kc → Eba/kc 6= Ebb/kc → Eb4/3c = E1 6= Eb9/3c = E3 (there is
no common edge node). In turn, check the intrafog condition: Fba/k2c = Fbb/k2c ⇒
Fb4/32c = F0 6= Fb9/32c = F1 (source fog node F0, whilst destination fog node F1),
where the fog source uplink port in F0 is k + bb/k2c+ b−bbb/k2c/(ba/k2c+ 1)c/kc =
3 + 1 + b−b1/(0+1)c/3c = 4 and the fog destination uplink port in F1 is k + ba/k2c+
b−bba/k2c/(bb/k2c+ 1)c/kc = 3+ 0+ b−b0/(1+1)c/3c = 3, whereas fog source down-
link port is ba/kc|k = b4/3c|3 = 1|3 = 1 and fog destination downlink port is
bb/kc|k = b9/3c|3 = 9|3 = 0. Furthermore, source edge is Eba/kc = Eb4/3c = E1,
where its edge source downlink port is a|k = 4|3 = 1, whilst its edge source uplink
port is k = 3, and destination edge is Ebb/kc = Eb9/3c = E3, where its edge destination
downlink port is b|k = 9|3 = 0, whilst its edge destination uplink port is k = 3.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we undertook the modeling of a generic edge computing infrastructure
for IoT devices. To start with, a small introduction about the application of computational
intelligence to IoT environments has been proposed, as well as some notion about FDT
have been stated.

All those points are being implemented when dealing with IoT ecosystems, which are
rising exponentially in recent times and most analyst forecast even higher growth rates in
the coming years, in fields as IIoT, VANET or IoT-based healthcare. However, focusing in
the application of computational intelligence to IoT, it may be considered that such devices
have limited computing resources; hence, they need to outsource their computing tasks to
a remote computing node.

In this sense, edge computing seems to be the key player, as those are located the
closest to IoT devices, whereas fog nodes may be used as an alternative computing scheme,
or otherwise, being higher in the remote computing hierarchy, whilst cloud nodes may be
employed as a backup system for them all.

The strategy being followed here in is to situate edge nodes in the lower level, thus
being directly in touch with IoT devices, whereas fog nodes are just above the edge ones in
the hierarchy, hence providing them with backup facilities for processing or storage. In
addition, cloud nodes are above fog nodes in the hierarchy, thus delivering backup services
to fog facilities.

In this context, a generic model has been proposed herein, in a way that a bunch of
fog servers are interconnected by means of a full mesh network topology with a link to
a cloud node for backup necessities. Additionally, each of those fog servers has a certain
number of edge nodes hanging on them, which at the same time are providing services to
IoT items, playing the part of end devices.

This generic model has been formally described by means of two different FDT, such
as Spin/Promela and ACP, where the former might be seen as a timed FDT and the latter
may be considered as a timeless one. In this sense, a Spin/Promela model was designed
although an explosion of states occurred with just a restricted number of devices. This
situation led to the adoption of an ACP approach, which allowed us to obtain generic
algebraic models related to the scenarios proposed, where all those were duly verified.
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